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liermeneutios

1. lierraeneu.'aies and exegesis are concorna with the nean.in.g of
texts. HerneLeutics is concerned vith general principles, ex-
egesis is concened. ìth thoir applicatict ta particular casus.

.2. Berneneuties is not a primitary field o:f. 1nqu5.17.
•	 Per se (essentially) th ìoaun o tezts is plain end stands
in no ne-eZI or any-	 ec2:1.F;I:sp3 iD. a scoondarT virlY) as

result of any-o a nunbor o-1.* -bfock.-s hab eaa-y arise, the clorlz of
the interpreter beconos necessary.

The point o en. be clenonstratod.	 e-trory text needeid an ex-
egesis, then tile exegesis would neee an e:mcesis, and so on into
infinity. Strillarly, • the general tbs...-,ox-z,r, Lerzoneutics, itrould it-
self ne ed. an e•-x.ec,;esis, and the need mcn3s1. bo Tecurrent.

3. The pririary- fic3.d of inquiry is comit ttonal theory. It dc,,als
viith knowing la all cases. One of then cases is loaowing ‘1.11at an
author nennt la uriting a siren sentence, paragraph, chapter,
book,

.	 hiz the fraaewo:,:•1;.- of a 5atizsfact,o7Ty- ttec-477 or.
knoriledze, IK..-:craeneatics is not L.1 T ater of1.3 special clifficuly
interest-. Such. has been .927,,ssics..k1 holIneaou_tics eYoundecl by Ar-
istotle and reriaod do-on the -C-e-Tittkiose.

Contemporary Acme/101;1;1U, Cl/ tlio othar hand, is a mattei
of considerable clifficmity end intcoest, 'nattily for four reasons .

First, the t.ssz.los have been placed within the context of
historical conscl.wfsnosso The classicist, vie-'.7 that "01urz. en

11, wow.

ChM Pe 1)111.0	 0;-; t 1.î '".'017	 ,tha -1.1.ore zonetb.ing ellEMCCO,
nor°. it rerac.;:.-As	 J., has given vay to an_ attontion. to de-
tail, to diffs.ronces- in aetall, to an uncierstandinf3 of Elan en.d
meaning that risen 0:1 4t;b dotailcd differences to -ze noted in
the cou.rse of hum!' d.c7e1ocr.i.ent.

Secondly, la ic,he	 ( tciencos of the
sririt7	 distinc.j.-1‘1;67;z::37:ii.EiToTii-a- so:lArica	 tale basic
category is '..-,ecaning, and so hermeneutics, 7.tich. deals -:-.11.th :men-
ing, has a key role

Thirdly, the lack of a oc>monly accepted cocn.itionel theory
has resulted:

(a) in -th:•:.	 a•oplicatiou of niotaken co3ritional
theories to -the •0b10111 Of 1131T11.11011d CS ;

(b) in c..,,fforts to ey.Toloy honnnerct;ioal. ;problem as the
sprin,Yboarcl tmards the solution o-2	 ph11csaph1e issues,

(o) in tho a'Gtituclo of the "le1in" rmn VJO trushoL; aside)
such theoreticci consicloa_iations, proceed° by 1:.'hat he times :Ample
and honest con-nor:I senso, and is usually cuidcd by the more super-
ficial end absurd. catch-phrases devolo-ooä by upplyin.;,, zistalzen
cognitionaì thoory to heinence,ical problazas.
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.Fourthly, Dodern man has been busy creating a modern world,
In freeing himself from reliance on tradition cand authority, in
working out his own world-view comparable ia completeness to the
Christian vim that ruled in an earlier ago. This has brought
about a climate and an exigence for reinterpretation:

---of Greek and Latin classical authors, removed from the
context of Christian humanism, and revealed an pagans;

---of the Scriptures, removed from the context of Christian
doctrinal development, and restored. to the pre-doomatic
context of the history of relisions;

--r-of the Law, removed fron the context of Christian phil-
osophy and morality, and paaced,Nithin the conte7t of

• sone contemporary philosophy or attitude toward

4. Accordingly, the problems of contemporary hermeneutics are
to a.great extent coincident with the problems of method in con-
teraporary Catholic theology.

V:e do not propose to reject historical consciousness and
human science because vo reject."modeincy". At the same tine,
vie do not propose to slip into "amodernity" because we wish to
accept historical consciousness and human science.

Ve 'wish, then, an integration of doomtic theology vith
historical consciousness and human science, but without the
aberrations of the Enlightenment, the Romantic movement, Ideal-
lam, astoT'irbis-1, '311-they's 	 Iebena7.hilsnsphic (Phil-
osophy of Life), and existentialist "TiEiszekenz inriTi7Han der
Immanenz" ("Inner transcendence of iraern7877—Trthe nOTET:
17576TErnciple of the Enpty Head,'" 'Postulate of the Connon-
place," and "kciam of Familiarity."

Plainly, such an integration cannot be conceived, Mach less
achieved, without facing squarely the issues involved in the	 •
science of cognitional.theoTy that underlies hermeneutics.

5. There are three basic eXegetical operations: (1) understand-
ing the text, (2) judging how maTect one's understanding of the
text is, and (3) stating what one judges to be the correct wa-
derstandins of the text.

Understanding the text has four maim aspects:
(a)one understands the thinc, or object that the text refers
to;
(b) one understands the words employed in the text;
(c)one understands the author who mployed thewordo;
(d) it is not "ono", "l'on", "dasI.lan" that understands, but
I do, as a result of a process of learning and at times as a
result of a conversion.

Judging how correct one's undoratandirig of the text is
raises the problem of context, of the terneneutical circle, of
the relativity of the whole, of limiting considerations on the
possible relevance of more renote inquiries, and of limitations
placed upon the scope of one's interpretation.



• Stating what one judeps to be the correct understanding of
the text Taises the issue of absolute context, of "Existential"
categories, of the use of human sciences in exegesis, end of the
problems of concrete communication in their relativity to a
civea group of readers.

6. Understanding the ting or object.
The UrphenGnenon (PrInary phenomenon) is not ALlanliame

verta(underatenein7 the words) but intellioere ron per verfia 
rilEtrstandinc, the thing Adirough the 657n7.

• Exegesis, as s first level, presupposes knowledge of things,
objects, and of the languace that neues then.

Because ye already* have the walvorsal potential knowledge of
the Ilmowledge of the timing dealt with in the text, we find per se
that the ncaning of the text is plain, that it slaply applies to
a particular the univeisal mad potential knowledge wo already
have of the particular.

It im trae of 0OUTSO, that ay understanding of the thing or
the trie understanding of the thing nay not be the author's.
But the point to "understanding the thine is not that it settles
what the author mans, but that without it there is no possibility
of understanding the author.

blind nr, is not going to undorstaad a description of col-
ors; a person that has never attended to his zon acts of intell-
igence is not going to understand a description of intelligence;
etc.

By understanding the thing or object is not neant under-
standing only the thiap or objects of the visible universe.
The thing or object in question may be (a) in the visible uni-
verse, (b) ta the world of theory, (0) in the world of interior-
ity, or (d) in the mrlia of the sacred., or relicion.

The contention that the interpreter should have his own un-
derstanding of the object, Icncy;.1 wivat that understanding is, and
distinguish it from the author's understanding of the object,
amounts to a rejection of that nay be called the "PrinciPle of
the lmpty Heed.."

The "Principle of the 21.ipty HeaT (PEE) contends that if
one is to be objective, if one is not to drag in one's own no-
tions, if one is not to settle in on a priori fashion what the
text raust nenn no natter what it says, if one is not to "read
into" the te:zt what is not there, then one raust drop all precon-
ceptions of every icind, coo just what- is in the text and nothing
noro, lot the author speak for himself, let the author inter-
pret hiaself.

Vhat I have named REH, clearly enough, in a widespread view
of correct internrection.

Eau is a confusion of three distinct issues based upon an
utterly in adequate account of presumption reading the nature
'of human knowledge.            

	" 
o)   
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So ftr fron tackling in series the three tasks of (a) under-
rtmndinc the thing, (h) understanding the author's !loaning .c on-
earning the thing, and (c) judGing whether one's undemtznding
is corTect, PEH rests upon a naive intuitionism that, so far	 -
frors judging the correctness of its understanding, has no need
to judge because it sees what's there, arid so far frortbothering
about wnderstanding the thing, has no no of undorstamding any-
Ching but just looks at what's there.

In fact, what is there? There' are printed signs in a given
miler. That is all that is there. .E..nything over ard above a re-
issue of the sane signs in the sane order will be nodiated by the
ezporionce, intelligence, arid judgment of the interpreter.
• To reject the REU is to insist that the wider the interpret-
er's experience, the deeper and fuller his understand:Liz, the pro-
founder his judgient, than the better equipped he willble to ap-
proach the test of stating uhat the author eans.

The basis for this contention is sinple.
Interpretation is a natter of proceeding fron habitual, po-

tential, universal knowledge to a second act that regards the
concrete and particular: what vas ment by the author in this
text.

Tle less that habitual hmowledge, the less the likelihood
that thm interpreter will be able to think of what the author
means. The greater that habitual knowledge, the greater the
LikeLihood that the interpreter will be able to think of what
the author means.

Uhen a critic of an interpretation states: “I dm not see how
Aristotle, St. Paul, Aquinas, Kant, could have meant what the in-
terpreter says he meant" then the Literal meaning of the critic's
=rids is that he does not possess the habitual tnmiedge that
would. enable hin to see how the author could have meant what the
Interpreter says he meant.

Mile Pal is widespread in positivist and in. Catholic cir-
vies, it is vigorously reJected elsewhere.

(IL. G. G-adaner Jarhei und Eethod.c, p. 254 ff. R. Bult-
rmuan, "Das Problen der lieracnëarChE 47) P. 64.)

7. Understanding thewords,

Understanding the thins: accounts for th& per se plain rmaning
of the text. This plain meaning is obvious and ultimate when the
author and the interpreter understand the sane thing ia the same
XIM7.

as
llomever, in. conversation, so in reading, the author may be

speaking of X and the interpreter may be thinking or x". In
• that case, sooner or later, there arises a difficulty. Not every-

thing true of	 vill be true of X", so that the author will ap-
pear to the interpreter to be saying what is not true or even what
is absurd.
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At this point the controversiaList lies all he "Wants : on the basis •
of his mistaken assunption that the author is speaking of X' 1, he
sets about denonstrating the author's errors and absurdities.

The interpreter, however, considers the possibility that he hia-
self is at fault. lie rereads. lie read.s further. Eventually he
makes the discovery that the text nalcos sera sense when X' is sub-
stituted for X' ?.

The process aan occur any nunbor or times with respect to any
number of instances of' X' and It 1. It is the process of learning,
the self-correcting process of Learning. It is the manner in which
we acquire and develop covrion sense. :Et heads towards a limit in
which we possess a habitual core of in3ights that enables us to deal
with any situation, any tort of an-s croup, by adding one or two more
insights relevant to the situation or text in hand.

Such understanding of the text tust not be confused either with
Jude:gent on the truth of that understanding or with statement on the
meaning of the text in virtue of that understanding. One has to un-
derstand before one can pass jud.grient on that understanding; one has
to have understanding before one can express it. Understanding the
text is such a prior understanding.

Such understanding natches the herraeneutical circle.
The meaninp: of the tefe is an intentional entity; it is a single

par.e,...,,y1. 	 t unfelan itself tlarcugla	 sccticna, chapters, par-
agraphs, sentences, words. V,re car., grasp the. unity, the whole, only
through the parts. Yet at tile same tine the parts are determined in
their meaning by the whole 1312ich each partially reveals. It is by
the self-correcting process of learaing that we sprial into the rieen-
ing of the te:tt, understanding the uhole -through the parts, and tut-
derstanding Parts in light of the

Rules of hermeneutics or of exegesis list the points worth con-
sidering in one's efforts to arrive at an understanding of the tot.
Such are the analysis of t,e conposition of the text, the determin-
ation of the author's purpose, of the people for 7..torn he wrote, the

. characterization of the mans he employed, linguistic, gratrnaticaL,
stylistic, etc.

The point to be made hero is that one does not understand the •
text because one has observed the rules, but that one observes tho
rules in order to arrive at en understanding of the text. Observ-
ing the rules can be mere -pedantry that leads to an understanding
of nothing of zany moment, to nissinc; 'the point entirely. The es-
sential observance is exlvertence to what _I do not understand and

0	 the sustained rereading, :::ear..%ch; inventiveness, that eliminates
lack of understanding.

8. • Understanding the Author.

V.Then the meaning of a tomt is plain, then with the author and. •
Ix his words V/0 understand tile thing.

V.`hen a sitaple raisunderstending arises (e.g., the author is
thinking of	 and the reader of	 1) , then its correction is a
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relatively siip10 process of rereadine and. inventiveness.
But when there is need. of the lone and. arduous use of the self-

correcting priocess of learning, when a first reading yields a lit-
tle understanding and a host of puzzles, then the problem is not so
nach understanding the thing or the words as understanding the au-
thor hinseh', his nation, language, tine, culture, way of life,
and cast of nind.

• The self-correcting process of looming is not only the way we
acquire corn sense in the first instance, but also the viay in
which ie acqu.ire an understanding of other people' s coon sense.
Even with our contemporaries of the sane culture, language, and.
station in life, we not only understand. things with them, but also
understand thins ia our own viay and, as	 their different vay
of understand.inc the sane things. Ve can renerz that aphrase or an
action is "just lite you": vo neen that it fits in.to our understand-
ing .of the way you understan d and se go about thins. But just as
vo 'can come to an understanding of oar fellows' understanding, a
con3mon sense grasp of the ways in which. vie Understand not with then
but them, so this process can be pushed to a full development when
the self-correcting process of learning brings us to an understand-
ing of the coon sense of another place, tine, culture, cast of
mind..

• The phrase understanding one another' s common sense" must not
Or 151.	 73 rope 27	 4S nr't 1111 dr nt,'": C1.4 ng

sense is, a task of the cognitional theorist. Again, it is not mak-
ing another's Damon sense one's own so that one viould go about
speaking and acting like an Athenian of the 5th. century B.C.. But
just es common sense is understanding what is to be said and what is
to be done La any of the situations that co:manly arise, so under-
'standing another's common sense is understo.ndine	 • he would say
and what he .vould do in any of the ,situations that arose in his place
and time.

This understanding onethcr's common sense is -very similar to
."041	 what in Romantic herrae,neutics is nened "E5.m.fuhlon/', "empathy".

Derived from Vinctelmann and. developed by Lich_lierriacher and
Dilthey to be attacked by contemporaries under the influence of
Heidegger (Beim; and Tine, sec. 72-77).

Romantic hermeneutics conceives the text as Amsdrack, the ex-
egete's tonic as Einup.len, and the criterion .of the eete's task
as Reproduciered, Zi7a-E.Iity to say just why the author in each
phrase eapre:seod hinseL:' in the precise manner in which lie did,

It sin3Les out a valid task of the interpreter and it gives an
O

	

	 approxiriate. account of the way in -ahich the task is perforned; but
it is incomplete as well as appro:iote, end so it has been subject-

. ed. to a good deal of criticism (Bultnann, Gadaner). •
.....J Conceivi.ng the text as Ausdruok (eapression, statement) cor-

rectly draws attention to the a.,-e7aTtiotic, intersub,,octive, syrabolie
dimensions of !leaning; but it overloolzs or prescinds from or fails
to insist on the -aspect of linguistic neaainc by which it is true
or false, by which it pertains to on absolute domain, by which it
can be transferred from one context to another.
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Again, empathy Ls the simpilest descrii)tion of the way in rild_cht,
we grasp intersubjective, aesthetic, or symbolic neanings. But it
contains more that a suggestion cf an extrinsicism that overloolcs
the development of the interpreter, his a cauiring an understandfing
of another' s mode or undorstan.dimg , the I.:laming of his horizon to
include or fuse with. the horizoa of others. So far from raising and
solving the problaa of the transfezence of meaning from the context
of an ancient writer to the context of tLe contenporary inter-coroters,
it encourages a mythic elimination of. the problem by suggesting that
the interpreter fools his tiny into another's nind and heart,
thought and senSibility; and Lt leads to a falsification of issues
inasmuch as it inrclies that thora can be no legitimate transference
from one context toanother, that eithe:r. one thinks vith the aind of
Paul or else one has no "objectizve" imouledge of Paul's aeazaing what-
ever.

tho criterion of rebroducibren is excessive. It means
that one not only understands the author but also can do ihat tile au-
thor hiaself could not do, nonnel_y, eaplain why he wrote in ju.st the
way he did. Coulon sense u.nderstand.s :tat is to be said and mhat is •
to be done; but corm:non sense does not understand itself and much
Less does it explain itself'.

9. The Development of the Interpret or

The major te=ts , the classics in religion; letters, phnosophy,
theology, not only are beyond the original horizon of their inter-
preters, but also demand an intelLectual , moral, religious conver-
sion Of the interpreter Over end above the broadening of his hori-
zon.

In this case the reader's oxiginal. lanol.vledge of the thLng is just
adequate. Iie vjiLl eerie to :mow the thinc only insofar as lae pu.shes
the self-correcting process of learning to a revolution of his own
outlook,. lie can sta.-mead in a cqtairiag that habitual unde=stariding of
the author that spontaneously- finds his -wave-length and locks onto it
only after he has effected a ra.dical change in himself.

This is the existential lint,snsion of the problem of laerneneutics.
Its existence is at the root of the perennial divisions of nan-

kind in their views on morality, on philosophy, on religion.
Iloreover, insofar as the radical conversion is only the basic

step, insofar as their 3.-crialas the further task of thinkinc out,ev-
erything from the am and -orc>founcler viev)point, there results the
characteristic of the clas:-sic:	 classical writing 111131 ne-ver be
able to be understood comp:tot-poi:7; the person who would be fashion.ed
by classical writings must be w	 to Learn ever more fron then.

There follows another basic aspect of the task of hermeneutics
from the existential dimension.

The classics ground a tradition, an IlberlieferunP, a cultuxo.
'They create the railieu in Tahion_ they are studied and interpreted.
'They produce in he reador through the tradition the Ververstamdnis
(pre-understan.ding) that he 1.-311_1 mood when he cones to read, study,
interpret.
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Such a tradition nay be genuine, authentic, a Long accumulation
or insichts, adjustnonts, re-interpretations, that repeats the oricia-
al message afresh for each ace. In that case, the reader will ex-	 .
oliin as dia the d.isciples on the way to Dr-laus, "Did not our hearts
burn viithin us when ho spoke on the way and opened to u.s the Scrip-
tures?"

On tho other hand, the tradition nay be inauthentim. It nay con-
sist in a Jatering-down of the original nessage, in recasting it into
terns and heanincs that fit into the assumptions and convictions of
those that have dodged the issue of radical conversion.. In. that case,
a genuine interpretation will be riet	 'incredulity and ridicule,
es was St. 12aul preachin3 in Rene and Quoting Isaias, "You shall in-
deed hear but never understand."

It is in this perspective that is to 'be .understood Gadarier's at-
tack on the Aufklarisr; (Enlightennent ) and Eistorismus (Historicism)
as involvineirb-Tra:-Tajainst bias in. geacral;

-I..nasaueli as these inovenents were conc'erned vith creating a new
vorld for nail, a new tradition, a n.ev: euLture, they viere astute in
laying dolla, a principle that ccluded the possibilit7i of a tradition.

But inasauch as the destruction of tradition tripaies a continu-
ous return to primitive barbarism -- which -oas not tie aim of the
In3.ightenne7it Or Historicism -- these mover:Lents were incoherent and
short sigh_te d.

The alt 'mate issue here -lies betvean Descartes' advocacy of a
universaL Letibt and 11.erman's preference rots universal 'belief.

10. Zudgin.g the Correctness of One's Underetanding of the Text.

Such a ju.dgnent has the sails criterion as any ju.dient on the
correctness of connon sense insight.

The decisiv-e question is whether .one Is understanding of the
text is invuLnerable, v:hethor it hits the bull' s eye, whether it
fleets all reLevant fu.r.ther ouestions

non tic .key .v;o:r.'d. is "relevant". It implies a reference to a
determinate prospective juOI:nent. Without such_ a ju.dgm--)nt in view,
one has no criterion, no reference point for determining vhich fur-
ther questi.ons are relevant.

It follom that judGnicr.t on the correczneE.,,s of one's understanding
of the text f.s, not a cenei'al judgnent on that understanding in all
Its respects or aspects, but lirLited ju.clolents vdth respect to de-
terminate and restricted points. They- will be of the ty-pe: at least
the auther means this, at least he does not mean that_

Tho sane point cones to lic.,ht from the herraeneuticaL circle.
One understands the v.ihele onÏj through the parts, arid nonetheless
the neaainc of the Ports is deponcloat on tale whole. "Insofar as
this c ircle is nerely lo g ical, it is sur.-noun.ted by understanding.
But it has a further and more fundamentalaF.,•pect, nanely, the rela-
tivity of -the 'Whole. 1.'ilth respect to a sentence, the paragraph is
the whole; with resinct to a viord, the sentence is the 1-lhole. With
resepct to a paragraph, the chapter is the whole; with respect to the
chanter, tue book is the whole, But the hook itself stands *in a fur-
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the?, far metre conplex ty-pe of context that includes the opera onnia
of tho ou.t1or, his sources) his contcrhporaries, the state of the
quastion la. his day, the issu.es thon predoninant, the author's aim
and. scope) his nroopective readers, etc. In brief) there is an ever
broadening hernenenitc context that ultinately finds itself in an
historical context. iTot only is the historical contezt to be Imotin
through. hernemeutic contexts, but also it doos not possess the typo
of intelliNibility to be found in an.'nernoneutic context; the latter
10 like the% eneral'o plan; the former is like the course of the bat-
tle,

DTot-J It is true that this relativity of the 1.1hole does not imply
Q complete fluidity) a	 ta rhei of neaning. The neaninc.r,- of the
parts is affected by the ullo1"7liut it is not affected in all re-
spects. That Brutuo killed Caesar can be placed in a conte:ft that
praises Brutus and, equally well, in a context that d.anns him; but it
does not fit into a context in 1")11.1Ch it is true that Caesar killed
Brutus- The Gospel of St. John has been reed in a liellenistic con-
text and nou is being read in a Palestinian context brought to light
by the discoveries ot Qumran. The change in context involves a
change in perspectives, o chance in difficulties, a change in. the
quostions that are raised and discussed. But still this change in
context (loos not change nuch in a comnontary that is 'oasod upon ex-
act analyses of the te:-:t and that is content to nala cautious and
restricted judguents on neaninc.

There 1.s. to be noted a relation bc.,,tueen the tvo reasons given
fox the restricted judcrients to he pade n y the eyzegete. Our under-
stending of the text is correct insofar as it enables us to L.100%;

all furthoz. relevant questions. Eut -Miat are such questions? One
can loin tron down ia ti.lo nanners, One can assign the ?respective
jur.3.gnent to T.-.1hic1i they would be relevant. One can assiga the field.
from which relevant questions might cor.le. Because the field has
• neasure ef indetorninateness, one is driven to assigning the pro-
specti-ve Uudolont. Inesnuch as one assigns such judgrient, one finds
onself assigning doterninate and rostried assertions.

The issue can be put in a third winner. The axerLete becins fron
Ils Frar;estealua5, his oa viewpoint, interests, concerns, that
learTiTrao ciucstioi. the text. As ha learns front the tezt, his

oostelLun beeones transforasd; he discovers the questions the
au.11or 173 a6king and atterlirtin!:: to !nest; he und.erstoncls the autiler
in terns f the author 's ovni 1103t i OTIS and answers . such an
standing cf on author defines a context, settles all that is rele-
vant to itself, and all that has no bearing on itself. If that
un.derstand_inc of the author is correct, then there are no further

• relevant uestions. Still, to deternine ,..diether that understandinc;
is correct is rade difficult by the indeterminacy of the whole.
ilad until that indeterninacy can be elininsted, the exegete has to
have roman e to the device of mkinz: restricted and linited. ,judc-
nents instead of pronouncing • just what is the sun cad substance,
the ossenmo an.d the accidents, of all the noaning contained in the
text.

o

9
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11. Stateront of the I-Loaning or the Text.

In atating the maniac, of the text the exegete employs concepts
but there are notable differences of opinion on the type of concepts
he should oriploy.

(0) Albert Doscanps, "Reflex:ions stir la nethode en theologie
biblique," Sacra Pmeina, I, 132-157.

Passage cited fron pp. 142-143:

/This theology- villi be as diverse as there are, in the eyes of the
alert mecote, munerous biblical authors; ultinately, there will be
as many biblicel theologies as there are inspired authors for one
will oblice hinsolf above all to respect the originality of each of
then.
/The inquirer will appear to take cielicht in slov approaches, and
will oftera take the path of school children,.his description will
have tho flavor of ancient thine; it e3111 provide the reader with
an inprossion of being in a different country, of being foreign,
of beinc archaic; the desire for authentiuity will nanifest itself
in te choice of vocabulary as biblical as possible, la tile desire
to avoid .hasty transposition into more nodern expressions, even if
they ha -vo been approved in the theological tradition. Th_ere is quite
a problem_ of discretion in the choice of words in biblical theology. •

/The wheele exposition of the work.will have to be constructed follovi-
in the conclusions from the study of its chronology and fron the
literary history of the biblical viritings; it will be a uatter of
proper arrangenent That is why the questions about dates and au-
thenticity of inspired eritin,s, apparently secondary in biblical
theology, actually have a decisive inportance.

Moreover, these ezpoz.tions of the, work will renain particular
enouch; if they include the whole of the books of the bible, they
illl bear only upon a point of elell delipited. doctrine; if they
have a conple= object, they will only bear on one writing or a
grown of ',7ritinf2;3, As for the biblical theology that e)ould like
to en:brace the hole OT at least a vast portion of inspired litera-
ture, it can only do so by remaininr; interiorly very diverse, sone-
vhat os, on a profane level, a "general history" of Europe or of
the viorla raust

/Ger-ta1n people, it Is true, dream of a kind of condensed version,
of an exposition of the General plan of God throughout history of
the two Testaieents; this would be the sane thing as a form of tri-
vileeed biblical theolosy, following the idea of several writers.
Actually, it seems to .us that a sketch of this over-all plan only
belongs to biblical theology to the extent that the historian can
reconise hit:1.201f within it; the believer himself only- reaches the
divine plan throughou.t the many ideas and ci.M.3 of the sacred writers./

'Thic foregoing view may- be nailed the "common sense communication
or a canon sense understanding of the text":

oxec,,ete begins 2ron contemporary common sense; he develops the
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common sense of another tine; he spealcs to his pupils by .beeinning
from their common sense and. leadinG then into tho nulttpLe nodes of
the oorraon snese of the riultiplc scriptural authors; that Goal is
vast, complex, endlessly nuanced.

In. turn the pupils All be able to communicate their understanding
in the sane manner, -uttorine that initially f3i1TOS on impression of
de avsonent (being in a foreign country), (1.7etrarrete ( strangeness ),

archaism° (being archaic) ; but thon they-defe-i-T-e-cEeCi anderstandinc,
rt—UrIT have becoue farillar to then.

(b) Besides the foregoing "connon snose comunication of a common
sense understanding of the text," one nay enviaae a seientific eon-
mu.nication of a common sense understanding of tho tezt..

Such scientific .corenunication rises spontaneously fron the fore-
going comon sense Corinunication, for the very effort to cOmmunicato
Involves "die Worn:lung zur :Cdee"(tho turning point for the idea).

This töldency an76. tan nr.of be illustrated by tho composition
of grammars and lexicons, which are based upon fanallar understand-,
ing of groups of texts, and_ summarize recurrent elehonts or features
to be found in texts	 Pain, from the grammars Enid le:&-icon.s of dif-
ferent languages or dialects, there arise anothe:r. tendency and turn
to the idea in the forn of comparative grammars and comparative
language ,study. To take a clifferen.t instance, place names in texts
lead. to studies that collect the lot of than on a clap; ttme renr-
ences in texts lead to studies that collect the 3.ot of tae . in a
chronology; personal names in. texts lead to genealogdes, biographies].
dictionaires, outlines of history, etc.

Novi the exegete draws upon all such studies in hi.s work of in-
terpreting particular to:fts. From one vim/point , lus ;-:or1c is one of
applying the results of investigation.s in. a large number of special-
ized fields. But there is also another viewpoint tht arises in the
measure that the application recurs over long sexics of texts.

For stating the moaning of the text is a tot•alay nevi and dispar-
ate task only on the ;first occasion. As the nurfoe= of occasions mounts
on which one states the meaning of texts, one :Cinds cneself stating
over and over again the sane neanincs or sligh.t1-2/ clia`Terent mean-

O 	ings, and so one be,r7ins to compare and classify, te find basic recur-
rent categories, their dijfc..,rentlations, their Lrequencies.

•

	Genetic processes next come to one's ettenti,on	 tld from the
fact one nay proceed to the cause or foam or the ord of the genesis.

So A. Descomps casually mentions both categoas and cenetic
considerations in his Toflections on the method of bi.blical theology.

0

	

	 So Ii. 'Poinader lays it down that everyone vould consider biblical
theology to be a theolor;y expressed in the very catecories of the
biblical authors.
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•
(o) In the third lance one nay ask about the foundations of a

wientMccommunicatiŒn of a con= sense understanding of the text.

' This question appears in Descanps' discussion, first, when ho
begins by mains out E. I. narrou's contentions expressed in "De la
connaissance historioueni and secondly, when he discusses Dunery's
donand for a "critieue radicale", pp. 133-36, 154-57.

It appears in Peinador's illuetration of biblical catosories by
the "inages" of the people of God and the kingdom of God, end as
well in his requirment that biblical theolocy presupposes definite
dogmas.

But it also appears in the use of Hegelian thotzht as the spine
e historical developncnt (as in the Tubingen school of 19th century
higher criticism) and ia Bultmann's use efaeideggor's existential—
isn, .particularly ia has interpretation of St. Paul. Cf. Facquarrie,
An Existentialist Theov7/, London, SCI: Press, 1955 Z; 1960. Finally,
TEZ-FEEFUEETIn	

:i
appears in Insiht, Chapter 17, section 3.

There are a number of factors that enter into this problem, end
we must begin first from an enumeration and a description.

First, the effort to attain a seientiflc communication of a con-
non sense understandinc of texts takes the interpreter beyond the ex—
plicit context or the original authors. Cmmparisons, classifications,
the listing of categories and their differentiations, the °enervation
and explanation of genetic processes, begin from the context of the
ariginal authors but they thenatize it, end by that very fact, go be—
yond it to ask and ansver questions that tJle original authors did not
undertake to discuss.

Implicit in the foTegoing shift of context is the shift froa
hermeneutics to history. In hermeneutics the question is, Valet did
the author man insofar as his meaning is conveyed by his text? In
history the question becomes, nat was Goias. forward? The battle
plan of the general answers questions of the herneneutic type, for
tatit plan tells what the general meant to do, The actual course of
the battle differs not a little from the victorious general's plan,
and a great deal fron the defeated general's plan. To ask about the
actual course of the battle is to ask a historical question, wad its
answer is nomelly, not this or that ma's intention or meaning,
but what recul G5from the interplay of namreus and conflictins in—
tentions and aeanin[u.

Now the original authors used categories, effected differentia—
tions of catecories, brought about develorrsents, but they did not sit
back and reflect on Mist they had done. It is precisely this that is
done when the soientific communication of a =men sense woderstand-
ing of texts is attonpTed. It novas beyond the explicit context of
any given author's Emmin,r; to construct a historical context that
contains, analyses and relates successive e:cpliciz contexts.
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L':coadly, the connon sense understanding of texts begins fron a
cartenporary brand of connon sense, that of the interpreter, end paves
t4a am anaerstandinc of the conmon one of another place end tine.
rota the interpreter, Lia oun original common sense is a Selbstver-
standlicilkeit (self-understanding); it is something too 317317—To be
757572Imea, too certain to need juetification, too cicsely correlated
vdth dramatic-practical saying and doing to be subnitted to analy-
sis. Still, it is only one brand of conmon sense: each people, each
culture, each lanoaago, each region, each generation, eadh social
class has its own; and each finds the other's strange, sanething that
im tine one can ems to understand, something that perhaps one will
1241al one's own by socio-cultural migration, but not something that in
caaa ana the some all over.

lieu the conteffoorary differentiation of conmon sense, vihilo it
lees not taply a rolativinn, does imply a relativity. '..hen the in-
terpreter interprets for sone one, he beers in mind that person's
hcrizan0 lie will spook differently at a congress of his colleagues,
Lm his university lectures, and in a public address. ao i1l be able
to bring thins hmele effectively precisely in the raasure that he wa-
lamtamds the coymon sense of his audience, i.e., understands what
they will mnderstand imediately and fully.

Lt follows that just as there is a Wendung zur Idee that goes be-
road the mntext of the texts to be intbilii&id-G—iia also there is a
nridullz zur idee that goes beyond tho common sense of the interpreters,
Milif—deteiainos their catecories and the genetic process of the devel-
c>pnent of their science or field,

Thirdly,. there exist human sciences. They aro concerned vith the
co,raer of hunan lîvin in family and society, morals and education,
state and law, econmics and technics. They are concerned uith the
I:meaning of human living in intersubjectivity and synbol, in art and
Language, history and religion, literature, science and philosophy.

Insofar as these fields of investigation get beyond the initial
aascriptivc phase of obeervation, collection, coriparison, classifi-
cation, insofar as the7 attempt to eplain, eorrelate, analyze pro-
moss, they become systclatic Their ultimate categoriez and differ-
emtiatima of categories are, or airs to be not what happened to be the
mategories of this or that writer or group of uriters, but what are
&on:Ivied by the subject itself, what lie in the nature of man, what
can fit all cases, what 'dill bring out most effectively the nature
and structure of each.

0	 11'm the resuls of such hunan science are an effective tool for
the soiendiSic coa,:unicabion of comon sense understanding of texts.
rhey BIT such a tool, not only uhen employed on origfnal texts, but
also when employed mn the texts weittan by interpreters of the orig-
imal texts. just as the interpreter will not hesitate to enploy 

0
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crommars end lexicons, geographies and histories, in his interpre-
tation of texts, so too he will avail hinoelf of the tools of analy-
sis and communication provided by the human sciences.

Fourthly, there exist philosophies and theologies. Already vé
have spoken of understanding the text as a development in the Inter-
preter and Indeed of a conversion of the interl)reter, But such con-
version and its opposite are thaaatized and objectified ta philos-
ophical and theological positions. In those fields they find sclen-
title statement, and such scientific statement is the stataaont of the
foundations of basic orientations and attitudes.

Now mudh basic orientations and attitudes find their unfolding,
expression, concrete realization (1) in the original texts, (2) in
the interpreations placed upon the original texts, and (3) in the
manner in which the human sciences are conceived, Grounded, directed,
developed. The basic orientations and attitudes are the basic riaan-
ings of all texts, whether of authors, of interpreters, or of hunan
scientists.

(d) Mazic Context.

Conteart is a renainder-conouot; It denotes the rest that is rele-
vant to the interpretation of the text.

Naterial context is the rest of the docunents or monuments rele-
vant to the internretation of the text.

Fornal context is herneneutical or historical.
Hermeneutical forral context is the dynamic mental and psychic

background fron which the author spoke or wrote; it is the sot of
habits of sensibilitr and skill, of intellect and will, that come to
a second act in the context.

Historical formal context is the genetic-dialectical unity of a
series of hermanentical formal contexts.

The distinction betueen herneneutic and historical is illustrated
bý the difference between the General's plan of battle and the actual
course of tile battle. The former has the unity conferred on it by a
single mind. (matched against other minds). The latter cerresoonds
neither to the victorious nor to the defeated general's plan; it is
what is realized through conflicting plans and decisions and because
of then; but it restate net rarely from plans and decisions but also
from uhat they overlooked.

Basic context is n heuristic notion, partly determined and uartly
to be detemined. It is what bocolees determined in the totality of
successful efforts at exee;esis.

At a first approximation, the basic context is the pure desire
to know, unfolding through axperience, understanding, and judcment,
and leading to the statenents found in the texts of authors, inter-
preters and critics.
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Secondly, it is tha pure desire as a reality vitil a real unfold- •
' tag leading to actual state/slents in each of the relevant authors, in-
torpretere, and critics.

Thirdly, it is a reality that develops, that proceeds from the
undifferentiated through afferentiation to an articulated inteara-
tion. Such development is both individual (from infancz to senility)
and historical (from prinitives to contemporary culture).

Fourthly, it is a reality that undergoes conversion, intellectual,
noral, and religious, ani that is subject to aberration.

It is to be noted that basic contalzt is (1) real, (2) one and
may, (3) the ground of genetic relationships, and ( 4- ) the ground of
dialectical relationships.

-	 Further, it is at once factual and normative: the pure desire is
both a fact and a norm, ami observance of the norm and non-observance
are facts with a normattre connotation.

Again, basic context is related to conmon sense ani scientific
statenents of the common sense understanding of texts, as the upper
blade of scientific ilethed to the lower blade. They are mtually de-
termining, and they result in a philosophically or theolocically
Grounded scientific statanent of the common sense understanding of
the texts.

Cf. Insicht, Chapter 17, section 3 on "The Truth of' Latergeetu-
tion", CrEpter 15, sectRatn 7 on Ganeticl:othed; Chapters 2-5 on
Empirical Uothod; the Epilogue on the addition of the dimension of
faith to human development and dialectic.

(e) Logic of Basic Context.

Basic context is a ecutext of contexts, it is not on the level of
the author's understandirg of ,ahat he means; it is not on the level of
the interpreter's conalon sense statermmt of a coemon sense understand-
ing of the author's moaning; it is not on the level of a scientific
stateuent of a coron some understanding of the author's meanina; kt
Is the level on which gemotic and dialectical relationships are found
between the scientific accounts of successive author& neamings.

Compare (1) reference francs, (2) the group of transformation
equations definina the georaotry of the reference frames, (3) the
series of groups of tranofonaations defining the series of geometries.

Because basic context places a series of authors within a gen-
etic-dialecticol unity, It coos beyond the intetnions of the authors.
It is historical, and thelaistorical brimas to liaht valet was going
forward throuah the au-'Lhors' intentions and deeds but not merely be-
cause of thDir intenticns and deeds but also because of what they
overloo'sed or failed to do.

B.g., Basic context relates the trinitarian doctrine of Tertullien,
Origen, and Athamanius. But Terbullian did not do so; Orlgen did not
do so; Athananius did not do so.

0 o
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This does not inlay that basic context is only in the nind of the
upper-blade historian. It is also in the ninds of the authors, but
them it is innlicit, vocal in the node of vorstohen, etc. The Gen-
etic is in them as their dzmonic openness or their stacnation; the
dialectical is ia then as their Good or unoasy conscience.

Basic context differs fron the scientific statenent of o coon
sanse understaadi.nG of the text. Such scientific statenent presup-
poses the cormon sense understandinc of the text and employs in stet-
inz that understandinc (1) the oatocories constructed fron the text
and (2) the categories constructed by harm science. Basic context
Is concerned iit! the Genesis and dialectical abbrrations of categories.

Basic contexts differ fron cornnon sense understandinc of the text;
it is content to select in the licht of its ovni principles (usually
unialown to the author) sianificont if very brief points. 13.G. , :prove
Tertullian had two distinct nodes of thinkinc about the divinity- of
the Son. Such selection 13 not undorstandinG Tertullion. Indeed,
not even a scientific state!lent of a. cournon 301190 understandiaz of
Tortullian does norc than effect such selections, thouch it does so
in a conpleto tanner'.

Conversely, the questions' at-isiac, from scientific statemen.t ond
from basic context contribute nothinc to coon sense understanding
of the text or situation.

E.c., the Council of :Ephesus defined our Lady's divine naternity.
The definition is a corollary to the explication of the Christian
tradition and its sources: one and. the sane is God and man. But the
naive are prone to ask, Did our Lady :MOW she was the nother of: God?
How did. she Imovi it? flow aid she conceive? How did she feel about
it? Mr..) do you prove all this from Scripture? Does Ste. Luke 'write
with your account el' our lady's thouchts and feelincs in mind?

Such questions arise solely."r_cri a total inconprehension of the
nature and possibility of seriou.s exeGesis, and serious histor-5,

It is possible to arrive at a coon sense understanding of the
texts, at a scientific statemnt of that coon sense understanding,
at a basic context that relates in a genotic-dialectical series the
scientific statenents,

But this possilility' does not anount to the possibility of Giv-
ing reasonable ans-.7ers to the inaGinative curiosity. The ansuers
have to be theolocical, and theolor;icaL answers do not include an
inacinative reconstruction of thezaz..4.

July,. 1962

Regis College
Toronto
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